It’s fantastic to see so many churches using Twitter. We regularly see some creative and unique ways that churches use Twitter and the personalities of the
churches often shine through. If your church has been using Twitter for a while now, but want to get even better at it, read on. You’ll find a few simple suggestions
to create more engaging content and a more polished experience for your followers.

Make sure you look the part
Have you made sure that all of your Twitter profile is filled in? Read our checklist for setting up your Twitter account to make sure. Ensure
people recognise you quickly in their feed by having a clear logo as a profile picture. If you don’t have one already, it’s easy to make one in Canva
. For your cover picture (the large rectangle image across the top) choose a photo that best reflects your church as a group of people. Why not
take a photo during a service or organise a group photo of your congregation?
Thread your tweets
It can be frustrating when you read a tweet that follows on or refers to a previous tweet, but you can’t find that first tweet in your feed. What
Twitter allows you to do is ‘Thread’ your tweets, which links a group of tweets together to make it easier to read them all in one go. To do this,
just send out your first tweet and then for your second tweet, reply to the first and so on. You can also use Twitter’s specific thread creation
feature.
Limit your hashtag and @handle usage
It has been found that tweets with more than two hashtags are much less engaged with, so it’s important to not overfill your tweet with lots of
hashtags. Think about what hashtags people might be looking for on Twitter and then pick the most relevant two. The same is the case for
@handles. If you want your tweet to be seen by a large group of people, send out the same tweet directed at each of those accounts individually.
Landscape over portrait
Because of the way Twitter adds images to your tweets, more often than not, sections of the image can only be viewed when clicking on the
image. You can’t always guarantee that people will always click on the image when the most important thing in your image is hidden from view.
To avoid this as much as possible, choose landscape images over portrait images. To take this one step further, use a site like Canva to create
images and graphics with the correct image dimensions for Twitter.
Unlink Facebook and Twitter
Although it might seem quicker and easier to cross post by linking up your accounts like this, it’s important that your content is specific to the
social media channel you are posting to. Tweets pulled into Facebook or Facebook posts pulled into Twitter never look great and are therefore
engaged with less.
Be conversational
Try to stick to 20 per cent broadcast tweets and 80 per cent conversational. By turning the majority of your posts into a question, you are
encouraging engagement. For example: Our service this Sunday is at 10am is a broadcast tweet, while Our service this Sunday is at 10am, who’s
coming along? Is conversational.
Post instantly
Twitter’s key feature is just how instant it is and it’s the reason why Twitter has stayed so popular. Major incidents around the world are often
heard about through Twitter first. By making sure to tweet and post photos during church events, you’re encouraging your Twitter followers to
feel like they are there in the moment with you. A day or even a few hours later can already feel too late.
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Labs Latest
We understand it’s not always easy to keep up to date with all the changes to social media so we invite you to join our monthly newsletter Labs
Latest to keep in the know. The newsletter includes news and updates from our campaigns, products and websites as well as digital news, links
to our latest blogs and more.

Subscribe here
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